Black men who have sex with men (MSM) aged 13 to 24 years have a higher HIV incidence rate than other racial subgroups, a rate that increased by 49% between 2007 and 2010.1,2 Research indicates that this disparity is not explained by differences in rates of sexual risk behaviors between MSM subgroups.3 However, the cultural context of sexual behavior has been identified as an important predictor of risk.4,5 Understanding the culturally relevant contextual factors influencing sexual behavior among Black MSM may help identify processes that increase their HIV risk and disparities.

Conceptions of gender and masculinity are examples of cultural factors found to be associated with sexual behavior among heterosexual men6,7 and MSM.4,5,8 Many overlapping definitions and conceptions of masculinity exist.9 We focused on the conception of masculinity described as a social construct involving the negotiation of power and authority, in which socially dominant men who adhere to gender role norms subordinate other men, women, and femininity.9 Masculinities of male subgroups who are not members of the socially dominant group, such as Black men and gay men, have often been described as compensatory masculinities,9–14 developed in reaction to blocked access to the power and authority of the dominant group. Stereotypical Black male gender roles of hypermasculinity (i.e., exaggeration of traditional masculine roles through behaviors such as sexual prowess, physical dominance, aggression, and antifemininity) have been described as a way for men disempowered by racial oppression to demonstrate power and authority.10–13 Similarly, some have argued that hypermasculinity has become the valued and preferred gender culture among gay men in response to subordination by a dominant heterosexual male culture.16–18 Several studies of gay men have identified definitions of masculinity derived from exaggerated traditional masculine roles and stereotypical behaviors.19–21

Expressions of hypermasculinity and antifemininity among young Black men and gay men have been associated with increased confidence and esteem, social acceptance, and reduced anxiety about manhood.19,18,22,23 However, holding traditional masculine gender role beliefs is associated with psychological distress, sexual risk, and other health risk behaviors among both MSM24,25 and Black heterosexual men.26–30 Other negative effects associated with masculine expression are known collectively as gender role strain (GRS). GRS encompasses psychological distress associated with failing to meet masculine ideals (discrepancy strain), difficulty enacting and maintaining normative masculine expression (dysfunction strain), and negative experience with the masculine socialization process (trauma strain; box on the next page).31 GRS has been associated with negative health outcomes, including sexual risk behavior and depression.32–34

Limited research addresses GRS among young Black MSM,10–14 for whom GRS may be especially formidable because of their position as both sexual and racial minorities. Further, young Black MSM, as emerging adults, face additional challenges in identity development and may feel more compelled than older counterparts to meet gender expectations as they seek affirmation from important social reference groups.35–38

GRS for young Black MSM may have important implications for sexual risk and other health-related behaviors. Qualitative inquiry allows for in-depth examination of previously unexplored, complex psychosocial factors,39 which is particularly useful in
characterizing GRS in young Black MSM, who are positioned at the confluence of gender, race, sexuality, and adolescent development. Therefore, we qualitatively explored (1) family, peer, community, and racial expectations of masculinity perceived by young Black MSM; (2) GRS associated with these expectations; and (3) influences on HIV risk behavior.

METHODS

We performed a secondary analysis of semistructured interviews conducted by Black MSM interviewers with Black MSM aged 18 to 24 years from previous studies in Buffalo and Rochester, New York, and New York City in 2001 (n = 17) and in Atlanta, Georgia, in 2003 (n = 8) and 2006 (n = 10; Table 1). Interviews were audorecorded and transcribed. Participants provided informed consent and received $25 and transportation reimbursement. Additional design details appear elsewhere.40

Interview protocols were informed by previous research.9,13,15,22,41 Although they differed across studies, all covered masculinity, sexual identity, homosexuality, sexual risk, masculine socialization, the social context of sexual risk, family, race, and religion (Table 2).

We used Atlas.ti version 5.2, qualitative analytic software for categorical analysis, which involves fracturing transcripts into discrete segments and sorting the segments into categories.42 This approach allowed comparisons across participants.

We used a 3-stage analytic strategy with open and axial coding, followed by selective coding.43-45 In our initial analysis, we employed codes related to contextual factors identified through open coding and data immersion. Through axial coding, we developed a 3-tiered coding hierarchy to reflect relationships between codes. We created a final codebook with codes organized according to the hierarchy developed through axial coding. During final coding, a second rater double-coded 20% of the transcripts, and we achieved excellent consistency between coders, as illustrated by our κ scores for masculinity (0.86), homosexual conflict (1.00), identity (0.83), social norms and expectations (0.75), and HIV risk (0.86).40,47

For selective coding, we used storytelling memos to develop a theoretical framework.44 We constructed the memos as part of the 2 previous coding stages; they contained emerging research questions, speculations about variations in responses to or in expression of phenomena, comparisons to theory, recurring themes, and possible relationships among major categories.

RESULTS

The primary emergent theme was conflict between participants’ homosexuality and their perceptions of family, peer, and community—societal gender role expectations that contributed to GRS. We classified participants’ descriptions of psychological distress and negative consequences of this conflict by type of strain (trauma, discrepancy, dysfunction). We used participants’ descriptions of their own behaviors or perceived behaviors of others to assess the influence of GRS on HIV risk. Direct quotations are shown in the box on page 126; we used pseudonyms for participants.

Trauma Strain

Trauma GRS refers to the psychological distress associated with masculine socialization. Participants described growing up with antihomosexual masculine norms and being ridiculed when they did not conform to these norms.

When asked what it meant to be masculine, the response was often “not feminine” (Quotes 1 and 2). Participants’ definitions also included descriptions of hypermasculine behaviors and attitudes, such as challenging authority, heterosexual hypersexuality, and toughness (Quote 10). For both, masculinity represented an ideal embodiment of strength they were expected to achieve. They felt that important people in their lives saw homosexuality as a threat to masculinity and the Black male gender role because it was associated with being weak and effeminate. As described by Jonathan, these characteristics not only conflicted with gender role expectations, but defied one’s manhood such that a homosexual was “not even considered a man” and was “lower than the females” (Quote 11).
The discrepancy strain from this conflict emerged because losing one’s standing as a man also threatened social positions and relationships within families, peer groups, and communities. Eric’s beliefs about how his church community would react to him if he disclosed his sexuality illustrated this point (Quote 12).

Participants also described psychosocial distress from the internalization of antihomosexual constructs of masculinity. For these young men, discrepancy strain was related to a failure both to conform to external norms of masculinity and to meet internal expectations of masculinity. As Christopher said, “I still don’t like the man that I am. . . . I want to make the masculine part of me more masculine.”

**Dysfunction Strain**

Dysfunction strain refers to the negative effects associated with conforming to masculine expectations. It often refers to consequences of hypermasculine behavior but can also refer to psychological strain from the vigilance required to conform to masculine norms. Many participants felt compelled to conform to the antihomosexual constructs of masculinity by camouflaging their homosexuality or engaging in behaviors they believed would prove their masculinity. This was an important way of fitting in and was accomplished through avoiding femininity or presenting a hypermasculine public image. Dysfunction strain was apparent in participants’ descriptions of behaviors that were meant to prove their masculinity but that also put them at risk for harm (e.g., violence, substance use). For example, Shawn as a boy had thought of himself as a “sissy,” but was now assured of his masculinity after becoming sexually experienced with girls and gaining the ability to fight back so that “nobody don’t mess with me.” Shawn and others similarly described maintaining the “mentality of being a man” by engaging in other delinquent behaviors like “chillin’ with your boys, smoking weed, and drinking.”

Others described persistent efforts to camouflage their homosexuality by choosing sexual identity labels that belied or minimized same-sex behavior (Quote 14), restricting same-sex behavior to “masculine” behaviors (Quotes 15–16), avoiding association with effeminate men (Quotes 17–18), and avoiding femininity in dress, speech, and demeanor (Quote 19).

Dysfunction strain was also apparent in descriptions of the vigilance and stress many endured in efforts to maintain masculine camouflage. Although participants described many efforts as successful, they were associated with a constant threat of being “clocked” (i.e., having their homosexuality discovered). This threat was significant and salient for these young men because their social connections and interpersonal relationships with family members and peers were at stake. Many narratives referred to the importance of maintaining a public image of masculinity, to avoid social isolation and alienation. For instance, Michael described a need to use masculinity as “camouflage” (Quote 20). He believed he had become more masculine “through effort” but commented that he continued to “be more careful with the way I talk and things that I do.” Stacey, referring to fear of family rejection, described the need to “act straight” (Quote 21). Similarly, Eric feared that being open about his sexuality would make his family, friends, and church community “want to step back and keep [me] at an arm’s distance” (Quote 22). Shawn felt that “if you really don’t have your manhood, then you’re lost”; he described the ridicule and possible insults to self-esteem a person might suffer if he didn’t present a masculine image (Quote 23).

**Race**

Although most participants described expectations from interpersonal interactions with peers and family as the source of their gender role strain, many also described cultural expectations specific to them as Black men as an additional source of strain. Two themes emerged that characterized participants’ perception of these race-specific expectations. Participants described a specific disdain for homosexuality among Blacks arising from perceptions that homosexuality conflicted with Black cultural expectations of masculinity (Quotes 10, 24, and 25). This disdain was a source of strain for many because it threatened their group membership (Quote 26) in a manner that participants felt White gay men were less likely to experience (Quote 27).

---

**TABLE 1—Demographic Characteristics of Participants in Study of Gender Role Strain Among Young Black Men Who Have Sex With Men: New York and Georgia, 2001–2006**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of interview/current residence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York City</td>
<td>8 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester, NY</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>18 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black American</td>
<td>16 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual identity&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay/homosexual</td>
<td>17 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>16 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual/straight</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV serostatus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>30 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income, $</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 15 000</td>
<td>15 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15 000-20 000</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 20 000-30 000</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 30 000-45 000</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 45 000-60 000</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 60 000</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>9 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some high school</td>
<td>4 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma/GED</td>
<td>13 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>13 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College degree</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>18 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>17 (49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. GED = general equivalency diploma. Sample size was n = 35.
<sup>a</sup>Studies conducted in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
<sup>b</sup>Race and ethnicity data were not collected in the Atlanta studies.
<sup>c</sup>Percentages do not add to 100% because some participants used more than 1 term to describe their sexual orientation in the New York study. Homosexual and gay were listed separately on the questionnaire because of stigma associated with gay identity.
**TABLE 2—Sample Interview Questions in Study of Gender Role Strain Among Young Black Men Who Have Sex With Men: New York and Georgia, 2001–2006**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>2001 New York State* Study</th>
<th>2003 Atlanta, GA, Study</th>
<th>2006 Atlanta, GA, Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td>What does masculinity mean to you?</td>
<td>Tell me what it was like growing up as a young Black man.</td>
<td>What do you think it means to be a man?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are your family's expectations of masculinity for you?</td>
<td>What are your family's definitions of masculinity? Familyal expectations of you?</td>
<td>What does it mean to be masculine? What life experiences told you this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do definitions/expectations of masculinity affect sexual behavior (partner selection? sex roles??)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>What are your attitudes about sex between men? Your family's attitude?</td>
<td>Tell me what it was like growing up as a young Black man.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attitudes of the Black community?</td>
<td>Discussions on sex/sexuality in general? Homosexuality?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual identity</td>
<td>How do you identify yourself sexually?</td>
<td>How would you describe your sexual identity to a stranger?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How open are you and people you know about their attraction to men?</td>
<td>How involved are you with the “gay” community?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Where do you find strength or support? Family? Friends?</td>
<td>What’s your relationship with father? Mother? What are your family’s expectations of you?</td>
<td>Where did you grow up? What was your childhood like? What is your relationship with your family like?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Where does the Black church fit in?</td>
<td>Tell me what it was like growing up as a young Black man.</td>
<td>What is spirituality (or being spiritual) to you? Religious influences growing up?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>Do the views of the church affect how you see yourself?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are Black MSM different from other MSM?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What issues arise from being both Black and attracted to men?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are you a part of the Black community?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual risk behavior</td>
<td>What are the reasons that you or people you know have unprotected sex (especially anal sex) or have unprotected sex with multiple partners?</td>
<td>Tell me about a situation when you had anal sex with another man without a condom.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What does risky sex mean to you?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: MSM = men who have sex with men.

*Study conducted in Buffalo, Rochester, and New York City.
Themes and Quotes From Participant Interviews

Trauma GRS: Male Gender Role Expectations

(1) Jordan: Masculine to me is aggressive. Everything that’s not feminine, not kind of shy and soft spoken.

(2) Morgan: To be masculine—I guess you can say is not to have any feminine ways. I guess that’s what it is. Not to have any feminine ways; to be very strong and a dominant person and to be . . . just be a man.

(3) Jonathan: From my experience, manhood is just about, you know, getting all the girls, having kids, you know, doing what you want whether it’s dropping out of high school or not listening to any other authority figures, like challenging authority. You know, standing your ground; don’t let nobody disrespect you in any way and don’t let them get away with it.

(4) Victor: The views that have been taught to me by my parents are a man is this big buff bravado-filled thing that’s pure muscle mass and home protector.

(5) Stacey: Pressure of . . . well, yeah, I remember like my dad and uncles and cousins of my age and stuff like that, you know, they always was, oh yeah, look at her and this and that; go over there and get her number and this and that; go over there and get her number and this and that and stuff.

(6) Clayton: The way I was brought up is like if somebody step to me then you know I take care of my business . . . it’s like you . . . in some neighborhoods, you’ve got to fight in order for people to leave you alone.

(7) Adam: My father, he had always tried to give me basic prime examples, strict prime examples. You never . . . you couldn’t play double dutch with the girls you couldn’t do this, there were a lot of things my dad didn’t want to see me do. He wanted to see me more playing football, doing boxing, playing basketball. He wanted to see me go beat up some kids on the street. He wanted me to be something that he could be proud of.

(8) Michael: When I was younger, he [his father] was never really . . . he used to hang out a lot, so I was with my mother and my aunt and their friends, so I picked up things from them—manners, the way they talk, so when I was younger I was real feminine.

Researcher: Umm, did your father ever take issue with your being feminine when you were younger?

Michael: I was called faggot. I was just attacked occasionally. Verbally more than physically. At school, too, for a long time. Even up in high school, but I mean it wasn’t, it wasn’t as bad. As I got older it got better; I became more masculine as I got older.

Researcher: Did you make an effort to become more masculine or did it just happen?

Michael: It took effort. It took effort.

Discrepancy GRS: Conflict Between Homosexuality and Male Gender Role Expectations

(9) Eric: You are supposed to be a man. You are supposed to be the one that can’t do this and you can’t do that and so I guess that this is like oh my God, this is the biggest in that you could possibly do because you have just like defied everything, everything that we stand for.

Researcher: What is it that they stand for?

Eric: You are the man, you are the provider, you are the one to, you know, get married, have kids, work and take care of them. You can’t engage in any feminine things. You know even things like dancing and stuff like that; they are like finicky about it.

(10) Jordan: The Black man has a lot of responsibility, and a lot is placed on him being strong, and supporting his family and doing this and doing that, and I believe the Black community thinks you can’t do all those things that they need you to do being a Black man if your gay. Um, I don’t think that’s true. But I think that’s kind of their belief.

(11) Jonathan: With the guys—it’s so I’m tough, I’m this, I’m that, I’m not a faggot, I’m not this, I’m not that. That’s a real disrespect to be called a faggot or something ‘cause a gay gay / faggot is not considered tough or can stand his own ground. He considered more of a girly girl, less of a man almost to the point where he’s not even considered a man—just considered a faggot. Lower than the females. A female can beat a faggot’s ass.

(12) Eric: I like what I do in church. I like my position and I like my responsibilities and everything and to get kicked out, that means that I won’t be able to do that stuff anymore. That would have a major impact on me . . . I sing at church, I dance at church, I instruct at church, I work with kids at church and all that would be taken away for the fact that they would think I would be unfit to take on positive responsibilities. Little things are important to me. In fact, that’s what I am.
Dysfunction GRS: Conforming to Anti-homosexual Constructs of Masculinity

(13) Anthony: I’ve gotten into 2 fights in high school to try to prove who I am, you know what I mean. Like, okay, I put all that gay shit aside; now you ‘bout to see me, you know what I mean. Not sugar-coated either—it’s gonna be just me, and they found out the hard way, you know what I mean. I hate to be that way but it was hard, it was hard . . . . I always felt I that I had to prove my manhood. . . . It seems like you always have to because you know what I mean your manhood is always at stake and just because you say you’re gay.

You know what I mean.

(14) Researcher: Is it easier for you to say bisexual than for you to say gay?

Anthony: Yeah, it is because just the whole gay realm, you know what I mean? Just the word gay and what’s associated with it, you know what I mean, and the stereotypes. I don’t know, maybe . . . it’s sad that words do, but it do. ‘Cause honestly I know that I’m gay, you know what I mean; I know I’m gay, but I just say I’m bisexual ‘cause it just feels better.

(15) Shawn: Masculinity means that you’re a man; you’re a top [insertive partner in anal intercourse].

(16) Stephen: I’m not so eager for a more feminine man to penetrate me than I would be for a guy who is masculine . . . . It just doesn’t seem right to me . . . . when you know, a guy who’s feminine penetrates you, um, I guess penetration as being a, you know, a manly type of thing, that’s what the man is supposed to do as the man.

(17) Michael: I have feminine friends—I mean not friends that I hang out with exclusively but friends of friends. . . . It depends on how feminine . . . I don’t know. I can’t really walk down the street with somebody that’s just out like that because they’re gonna out me.

(18) Stephen: I prefer masculine dudes . . . ‘cause I want to take, able to take ‘em around my mom, mom not know. You know, as far as me taking me, you know, an effeminate person.

You know what I’m saying, my mom, she’d be like, yeah, you fucking with him.

(19) Deven: I’m never going to be feminine acting like, I never wanted it to be a thing where someone just looks at me and would be like okay, he’s gay.

Michael: A lot of people don’t wanna be put in a gay, a homo category, a faggot category and . . . I’m the same way. I mean, I’m not even gonna lie—I don’t—because society is harsh against gay people . . . . so people are . . . . a lot of gays are tryna’ you know, straighten up in a way, you know; meaning act more masculine to fit into mainstream society and it’s kinda’ like they camouflage themselves or something.

(21) Stacey: Young Black men or young African American men that is living the life [engaging in same sex behavior]; most of their . . . most families is not too supportive. Some Black men—and probably White men, too—but more percentage of Black men, some are thrown out of their homes because of it, you know; some are ostracized because of it, and it’s like what you gon’ do? Is you gon’ leave home and try to make it out here on your own and stuff like that, if you’re just coming out because your family is not accepting you? So you have to kinda go with the flow, ship up, and act straight.

(22) Eric: These are the people that know me and watch me and, to some intent, care for me, so I would say . . . they are important to me and what they think of me is important as well.

I’m not saying that I’m dependent on what they think, like you know I’ll drastically change my whole life . . . but I will modify just to keep what I have ‘cause, you know, I don’t want to just get rid of everybody . . . whoever knows me, whoever are my family, my friends and everything, where does that leave me? Utterly alone.

(23) Shawn: Manhood has to be important for you to survive—for you to survive as a person instead of like being . . . I mean, ‘cause if you really don’t have your manhood, then you’re lost.

For me, that’s what I’m saying, you have to have your manhood . . . um if you don’t have that, people’ll think you’re a sissy, you don’t know how to take care of yourself out in the world . . . they’ll be calling you all types of names—pussy, punk, bitch—all that.

GRS and Race

(24) Joseph: I think in Black men we have stressed this whole thing about masculinity, being a man. And that goes everything they taught us . . . to be gay.

(25) Researcher: Do Black gay men feel a part of the Black community?

Michael: Not feminine [ones] because straight Black men don’t like that at all. They have no tolerance for that. They just don’t. I mean it’s just as simple as that. Because that’s not what manhood’s about.

(26) Stacey: Black people, living in a Black community, being around more Black people, going to school with Black people, going to work with Black people, you know, it’s something that is to them, to a lot of straight Black people is not socially correct or correct period, so to fit in, that’s a big thing about fitting in, to fit in or to not be talked about or to not have your self-esteem lowered any more than what it might already be, you just try to go with the flow and you act in the same nature as the typical straight Black male would act.

(27) Stacey: Young Black men or young African American men that is living the life, most of their . . . most families is not too supportive as opposed to, you know, young Caucasian men or young White men who’re coming out, you know, who are gay or whatever and stuff, it just seems as though that their families, you know, still just are with them with open arms.
The second theme described distinctions in masculine expectations and expression between White and Black men. Participants perceived masculine expectations for White men as less proscriptive, with greater emphasis on education, employment, and socioeconomic status (Quote 28) and less emphasis on sexual prowess, physical dominance, and gamesmanship, which were thought to be more important for Black men. Participants described these latter expectations as specific to Black men because of relative social positioning (Quotes 23 and 29) and societal and stereotypical perceptions of Black men (Quote 30).

**HIV Risk**

Many participants perceived trauma, discrepancy, and dysfunction GRS and the attendant psychological distress, social isolation, and diminished self-esteem as factors that might influence HIV risk. This perception stemmed from respondents’ own risk behaviors and observations of peers.

**Trauma strain.** Christopher described HIV risk behavior that he believed resulted from poor self-esteem emerging from the ridicule and shame he experienced growing up hearing antihomosexual messages about masculinity. At one point, he “felt like hating [himself] and ‘felt really bad about [himself].’” This lack of self-respect led him to ask, “Why should I put on a condom again?” (Quote 31). Eric similarly expressed how ongoing conflicts with heterosexuality, religion, and his masculinity prevented him from developing a monogamous same-sex relationship, and that may be a reason “that people might, you know, just do risky things. If they can’t see themselves in a relationship with another man . . . they’ll do whatever with anybody else” (Quote 32).

**Discrepancy strain.** Many participants felt that failure to achieve masculine expectations threatened important social ties. Observations of others caused many participants to conclude that this particular strain may influence HIV risk. Ricky, for example, believed that young men rejected by important referent groups were more vulnerable and at greater risk for HIV transmission because they sought acceptance and affirmation through sexual intercourse (Quote 33) and reasoned that they did not need to use condoms with a partner who provided love and support: “[T]hey love me so
much I don’t think they would do anything to hurt me or cheat on me.”

Dysfunction strain. For some participants, the vigilance involved in maintaining a hypermasculine “nonlockable” image extended to avoiding HIV education outreach and materials because they perceived an association with homosexuality and to avoiding gay-specific community organizations (Quote 34). Although this vigilance helped these young men maintain their masculine image and camouflage their homosexuality, it also contributed to dysfunction strain by limiting access to HIV prevention information. Furthermore, although these young men maintained important social ties by camouflaging their homosexuality, hiding their sexuality left them with limited social support in their efforts to come to terms with it (Quotes 35 and 36).

**DISCUSSION**

We explored family, peer, community, and racial expectations of masculinity described by young Black MSM, the GRS associated with these expectations, and how this strain may contribute to HIV risk. Participants’ descriptions of personal experiences or peer observations suggested that trauma, discrepancy, and dysfunction GRS may influence individual-level HIV risk behavior.

Participants perceived rigid manhood expectations from important others, demanding that they avoid femininity and maintain an appearance of hypermasculinity. Although gender and sexual orientation are distinct social constructs, our results suggest that participants’ important others often conflated the 2 constructs, equating homosexuality with femininity, such that the masculine expectations experienced by participants were both antihomosexual and antifeminine. Participants described being ridiculed and reprimanded as children by important others if they fell short of these expectations. Thus, many experienced trauma GRS as part of their childhood masculine socialization. This type of strain is thought to be particularly prominent for gay men because masculine socialization, a process whereby sexual orientation and gender are frequently conflated, is often antihomosexual.31,48 Our findings were consistent with this supposition.

Because of the antihomosexual nature of these expectations, many of these young men felt discrepancy GRS from being deemed or believing they would be deemed “less of a man” or “lower than a female” because of their homosexuality. This discrepancy strain also included psychological distress associated with the threat of losing, or the actual loss of, important social ties and social support systems. Many responded to this strain by constructing a public image that was hypermasculine and void of feminine characteristics, which helped them fit in by camouflaging their homosexuality, which was seen by others as inconsistent with their masculine gender role. Others described engaging in delinquent behavior, consistent with dysfunction GRS, to prove their manhood.

Participants described potential for increased HIV risk resulting from the psychosocial effects of each type of strain. Trauma strain was thought to negatively affect self-esteem and self-worth, which have both been associated with increased HIV risk through maladaptive coping and HIV risk behavior.6 Our findings reflected this potential for increased risk. Both personal and anecdotal experience led participants to feel that this diminished self-worth could decrease motivation to engage in protective sexual behaviors. Participants also believed that psychosocial distress from discrepancy strain (from failure to conform to antihomosexual constructs of masculinity) might influence HIV sexual risk behavior through social isolation, which has also been recognized as a risk factor for sexual risk behavior.4 Dysfunction strain resulting from camouflaging homosexuality might increase HIV risk by limiting access to factors identified as protective in previous studies, such as access to (1) HIV prevention and outreach49 and (2) parental involvement, social support, and guidance during sexuality development and early sexual decision-making.50

These risks may be particularly relevant for youths. Adolescents and young adults face the challenge of identity development and exploration, often seeking affirmation from their familial, peer, and other interpersonal interactions.35-38 Black youths often traverse this experience in the context of close ties to family and the immediate and larger Black community.38,51,52 However, young Black MSM may experience, or fear experiencing, rejection, ridicule, and isolation from the family, peers, and community who would otherwise be a source of support.

These findings highlight an important dilemma for young Black MSM. Camouflaging homosexuality helps preserve important social connections but may also obstruct important protective factors. In studies of non-Black MSM, disclosure of sexual orientation is associated with decreased sexual HIV risk.53,54 Ostensibly because disclosure helps to build social support within gay communities. However, among Black MSM, neither gay identity nor disclosure of homosexuality has been shown to be associated with reduced sexual risk.6 Furthermore, our participants saw disclosure of homosexuality as a threat to existing social supports, potentially weakening social ties that might otherwise be protective.

Loss of these important social ties may even exacerbate risk for young Black MSM. In another study, family rejection because of sexual orientation was associated with increased sexual risk behavior among young Black, but not White or Hispanic, MSM. In the context of this social isolation, young Black MSM may be willing to take sexual risks (e.g., acquiescing to a partner’s desire not to use condoms) to reestablish social support through sexual relationships.4 GRS, discrepancy strain in particular, may be an important contextual factor influencing this social isolation.

Our previous analysis of these data focused on how perceptions of masculinity might lead to increased HIV risk by influencing partner selection, prevention heuristics, and risk assessment of potential partners.40 The analysis reported here described the conflict between homosexuality and masculinity and the resulting GRS that may underlie these perceptions and preferences. Our findings also revealed other risk factors potentially influenced by this conflict that are important to consider in interventions targeted toward young Black MSM.

GRS has been associated with increased sexual risk behavior40 and psychological distress25 in other populations; however, it has not been well studied in young Black MSM. Our participants felt that GRS resulted from antihomosexual and hypermasculine expectations. Although these expectations are not unique to young Black MSM, our participants reported aspects of both that they felt were specific to
their experiences as Black men. They described specific disdain for homosexuality stemming from cultural expectations of masculinity, emphasis on hypermasculinity for individual and community survival resulting from racial and social oppression and disadvantage, and inter- and intraracial stereotypes of Black masculinity. These findings are consistent with previous studies on masculinity in Black men. 31,36–38

Our participants’ difficulty in maintaining anti-homosexual, hypermasculine expectations as both Black men and MSM suggests a degree of psychological distress that is unique to this population and arguably more severe than for other young MSM.

Our study had several limitations. Because we did not use quantitative scales, we could not draw definitive conclusions about the degree of social support or GRS experienced. Samples were also compiled from different primary studies with varying sampling strategies and potentially different selection biases; thus, the samples were not entirely comparable across the different locales. The nature of qualitative inquiry tends to promote transferability and applicability of findings rather than generalizability to all young Black MSM. These data were collected several years ago, and it is possible that the contexts described by participants may have shifted for young Black MSM today.

Despite these limitations, several implications for public health can be garnered. Our study provides context for quantitative findings of similar populations of young Black MSM, particularly our findings that suggest that social support may influence HIV risk. 39,59 Our analysis may also help to generate additional hypotheses about HIV risk, such as that GRS and sexual risk are directly related. Moreover, community-level interventions are needed to effect change in negative group attitudes directed toward homosexuality. Intervention efforts that increase acceptance may quell the anxiety about fitting in expressed by many of the participants and eliminate the oft-expressed need to camouflage their lives.

In light of the importance placed on masculinity in the Black community and its potentially wide-reaching implications for HIV risk in young Black MSM, interventions would likely benefit from addressing issues specifically related to Black men’s experiences and conceptions of masculinity. Indeed, the conflict between homosexuality and expectations of masculinity that many participants faced suggests a need for interventions that help young Black MSM redefine their own masculinity rather than be conflicted by externally defined expectations of masculinity that devalue their homosexuality. Research focused on resiliency among young Black MSM who are able to develop integrated sexual, gender, and racial identities despite the antihomosexual social expectations they may face could inform such interventions. 60 Research comparing GRS among other young MSM of color could be similarly helpful. Furthermore, community-level interventions are needed to effect change in negative group attitudes directed toward homosexuality. Intervention efforts that increase acceptance may quell the anxiety about fitting in expressed by many of the participants and eliminate the oft-expressed need to camouflage their lives.
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